LAST CALL! !
See that ALL your members get GOLFING, by mailing your list to 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

thing to the manufacturers, so the dealers point out.

One thing dealers don't overlook when putting heat on the manufacturers is that the manufacturers book a lot of business with dealers by simply setting up sample rooms to which the dealers come to shop and buy. Pros business must be obtained by going out to pro shops, and taking a chance on finding the pro between lessons. This adds to selling costs. When the pros in metropolitan districts get in the habit of doing more shopping they will add another strong point to their case as the most desirable and profitable outlet for golf goods, it must be admitted.

The old gag about pros returning unsold goods at the end of the season instead of considering an order an order and keeping the goods as the stores do unless they go completely broke, again was talked about. Buyers for big stores say that picking up this returned merchandise at low prices gives them the biggest merchandising edge they ever get over the pros. They take this advantage at the start of the season when it does maximum damage in backfiring on the pros. Returned goods from the pros is getting to be less each season but still gives the pros competition an opening that costs the professionals many sales, according to reports on previous spring sales made by dealers at the convention.

Golf Goods Prices Seem Firm

The price situation in sporting goods has the manufacturers nervous on some lines but not especially in golf. Club prices promise to be firm. The mail-order houses again get clubs at pretty low prices for their store sales because the volume of this business helps the manufacturers meet overhead costs, although manufacturers admit they seldom make a nickel on this business. The sticks are said to be no bargains and can be beaten for price and quality by other retailers, but this statement is made by manufacturers who do not now happen to be getting the business, so you can take it for what it's worth.

Some dealers intimated the pros are giving them and other retail outlets a big opening by actions inclined to move out the 75 cent retail price as the standard on best quality golf balls. Dealers hope these pros will succeed; the dealers figure that the pros merely will be cutting their ball profits without appreciably increasing quantity sold and will be giving dealers a chance to compete on a price basis by offering other private-branded and not widely known or accepted balls. It's something for the pros to think about.

As a general thing the legitimate and established sporting goods dealers consider the pro a fellow to play ball with. There are so many smart pro merchants now that the pros are in command of the golf market and the good dealers reason that they'd sooner play with the pros than have the golf goods business go into the hands of many cut-price outlets that would handle golf as an outside line and handle it as a come-on, even if it only broke even.

F. W. NORRIS, pres. of the famous Oyster Harbors club on Cape Cod, announces selection of Gene Anderson as pro. Gene, the release said, was selected from 170 applicants on the basis of "ability and personality".

One thing that stuck out in the press dope was reference to Gene's training as assistant under Willie Hoare, George Bowden and Harold Gammon. Club officials recognize that training under a first class master pro is reasonably strong assurance a young fellow will make a good pro. Come to think of it, the veteran pros who are most successful are those who can point to the most good younger pros they have trained as assistants.

Apparently then this business of selecting and training assistants is one of the very important phases of the pro job. When you see a pro with an assistant who is not right or who isn't being carefully and consciously tutored in all details of the master pro job, then the pro for whom that kid works is missing a chance to indentify himself as a fellow who knows and handles his job thoroughly.

R. W. (DOC) TREACY, secretary of the PGA, has long been pro and greenkeeper for the Woodmont CC, West Allis, Wis. This year Doc has a new title at Woodmont. He is business manager. So far as we know this is the first time a private club has named a business manager by just that tag. It looks like a good idea and it makes its debut with a good man.